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My Top 10 tips to help
you succeed
By Lydia Sarfati

H

aving been in business for more than 40
years, I've seen first-hand that success

does not come easily. Being successful in
business takes hard work, sacrifice and
determination. However, there are guidelines
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make Repechage a success.
1. Work hard; don't be lazy. The phrase
You can guarantee the most successful
business men and women and world leaders

EDITOR

didn't get to where they are today by taking
eauty Industry

6
14

a pathway to success. Here are some tips that
I always follow and that have helped me

"hard work pays off' comes from somewhere.

S

JKS Intl prices products so salons profit

True Beauty buys Prof Beauty Supply

Mane St.

that I believe are critical to leading you down

B

Report kicks off its
2015 show coverage

the easy route.
2. Deliver what you say you will. Always
be willing to put your money where your

with our full report from

mouth is, unless you want to lose the trust of

the Western Buying

others.

Conference in Las Vegas.

3. Be on time. Tardiness shows disrespect

We held this issue at the

for other people's schedules. I like to say that

printer, so we could bring you the industry's

if you're not early, you're late! Being tardy

most complete report on all of the new

does not make a good first impression, which

products launched there.

you only have one opportunity to do.

In addition, I brought home three

4. Be passionate about what you do.

important takeaways from the WBC: 1. Smart

Passion is what will drive you to the top. If

marketers don't operate as "lone rangers" in

you're not passionate about what you do, you

the marketplace. They know that the U.S

may want to reevaluate if you are in the right

professional beauty sector is driven by

position or industry.

manufacturers' reps and distributors and they

S. Follow through. Be diligent. Anyone

take advantage of those companies' expertise

can verbalize ideas that they have. Those who

in selling through in order to get up and

stand out are those who actually follow

running quickly. 2. The men's category

through with their ideas.

continues to be a hot ticket. 3. With a 40-

6. Read and be informed. Knowledge is

year history, the WBC grows in relevancy and

power, and one way to acquire knowledge is

This is your industry's newsletter, and

importance every year. Plan to attend the

to read as much as possible. Stay in the loop

BIR welcomes your feedback!

2016 event today.

Mike Nave, editor
818-225-8353 I mike@bironline.com
razeuuoccomt
facebook.com/MikeNaveBIR

Regards,

with what is going on in your industry, or
trust me, you will fall behind.
7. Ask questions and be curious. How
can you learn if you don't ask questions? Do
not be afraid to ask the "wrong" question.
Tips for success...cont on p. 2
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CITD helps small/medium businesses export successfully
n California, the health and beauty industry

with international expansion. We decided to

includes about 600 companies—many are

continue our focus and to develop a deep

internet, inquiries from around the world are

small-to medium-sized businesses—that

understanding of the opportunities and

much easier to receive and develop into

produce more than 1,500 cosmetic and toiletry

challenges that needed to be overcome by U.S.

business relationships.

brands and employ more than 280,000 people.

brands in order to increase their export sales.

BIR: What has the program accomplished?

The U.S. Census Bureau

BIR: What economic developments or trends

reports that California

led to your focus on this industry?

boasts the highest

CA: Conventional wisdom in the beauty

percentage of cosmetic

industry has suggested that a company should

The internee Thanks to technology and the

CA: Since 2012, CITD Long Beach has
organized trade missions to some of the largest
international trade shows, including Cosmoprof
Bologna, the world's largest beauty event with

and beauty supply sales

start to develop its domestic market and

more than 200,000 attendees, as well as

in the country.

establish the brand in the United States, then

Cosmoprof Hong Kong and Beauty World

reach sales greater than $10 million before

Dubai. The CITD's California: A State of Beauty

Because of this high
concentration of beauty

attempting to export. Out of necessity,

pavilion has hosted 70 different companies,

companies, 2 years ago,

beginning around 2008 when the U.S. market

represented more than 130 U.S. brands and has

contracted, emerging American brands found

become a destination pavilion for international

that starting internationally was a viable option.

buyers and distributors looking for quality U.S.

the Center for
International Trade
Development (CITD),
hosted by Long Beach
Community College in
Long Beach, CA, began
securing grants to

Cesar Arellanes,
director of the
Center for
International Trade
Development, is an
international trade
and promotion
expert.

Patty Schmucker (PS): Four major
developments changed

brands at these major global shows. Further, in
2014 the new BIMA training program prepared

these long established

32 companies for the international marketplace

beliefs and today are

through its 5-day course.

the key drivers for U.S.

BIR: How do you assist your members?

launch a

brands motivation to

PS: The trade missions bring brands together

comprehensive international training and trade

export. They include:

to collaborate in building a destination pavilion

mission program. Under the direction of CITD
program director Cesar Arellanes and Patty
Schmucker, more than 85 U.S. companies have

Consumer spending:
Beginning in December
2007, the recession

at international shows that are helping to
strengthen the "made in the USP:' and California
image. From the experience of working closely

The California Pavilion at Cosmoprof

A seasoned beauty
expert, Patty
confidence and
Schmucker leads the
spending in all
program that helps
industries. Traditionally, small- and mid-sized
the beauty industry has companies learn to
export successfully.
thrived during periods

Bologna, and has been intrigued by the

of contraction, but this

sales with the tools to understand how to build

opportunities and benefits available to beauty

economic event was, in fact, felt by our

a domestic infrastructure that supports

companies. We recently sat down with Cesar

industry sectors in the prestige, professional

international sales, as well as how to

and Patty for the inside story.

and middle market categories.

completed training and participated in trade
missions, achieving more than $26 million in
new export sales.
Beauty Industry Report first learned of this
program when visiting what's become known as

BIR: Welcome, Cesar and Patty. Please tell us

rocked consumers'

Limited distribution options: The increase

with the companies during several international
shows, we observed the educational needs of
companies investing in international expansion.
The Beauty Industry Market Access (BIMA)
Program provides companies that range in size
from less than $1 up to $65 million in annual

intelligently approach and support international
sales that grow the brand equity of the

about the Center for International Trade

of mergers and acquisitions in the retail and

company.

Development and how it can benefit

distribution sectors led to limited distribution

BIR: What did you learn during this process?

entrepreneurial beauty companies.

channels for emerging brands.

Cesar Arellanes (CA): Thanks, Mike. The

Weaker U.S. dollar: When the U.S. dollar

CA: Through the collaboration with
companies, it became clear that while there is a

Center for International Trade Development is

became weaker around the world, the quality

California's office of international trade and we

and lifestyle aspiration of brands "made in the

barriers to success with international sales

have one job—to help small- and medium-size

USA' took on a new value for international

made the selling cycle very long. For example,

companies export successfully.

tremendous demand for U.S. brands, the

buyers, motivating more international buyers to

companies didn't price properly for

reach out to U.S. brand owners. As a result, a

international markets and often left money on

beauty industry companies from Southern

larger number of U.S. brands began receiving

the table. Labeling and registration

California that were seeking services to help

inquiries from all over the world.

requirements were not complete and lacked a

In 2012, we started working with a cluster of
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the beginning, these requirements can

term distribution partners. We also

be planned. If not, the 2-to 3-month

found many brands even with

registration process can take 6 to 18

sales more than $5 million

months to complete. This is the biggest

domestically struggling to develop

killer of sales prospects.

a comprehensive brand identity

The second most common mistake

that provided foreign distributors

is pricing product in such a way that

with the tools they need to

there's not enough margin to compete

represent and build the brand.
BIR: How does the training

The BIMA Spring 2014 class is now enjoying success in exporting.

work?
PS: The BIMA Program assists health and

Bainbridge from CNJ Distribution, who shares

in the international market or
discounting so deeply that it sets

brands up for reverse distribution. During the

international sales strategies; Jennifer

program, we address these topics extensively.

beauty manufacturers and brand owners in

Brownyard from Brownyard Group, who

BIR: When does the next session start?

developing the skills needed to grow their

covers insurance; and Lisa Carrillo from ECRM,

companies through export sales. Companies

who advises on market entry strategies.

have the option to participate in the 5-day

In addition, Melani Cummings from

learning session, delivered once every two

Repertoire Consulting reviews international

weeks for 10 weeks. The program provides

compliance; Geoffrey Fitzhugh from

practical knowledge of international trade from

Dependable Global Express discusses shipping

leading industry experts.

CA: It will begin April 2, with a second
session in the fall.
BIR: Is that soon enough for a company to
participate in Cosmoprof Bologna with you?
PS: This year, the Bologna 2015 California:
State of Beauty pavilion is being managed by

and logistics; Mark Kremer of Conkle, Kremer

our partner, the California Trade Alliance, and

& Engel discusses intellectual property and

ifs completely sold out, but it is never too late

a complete assessment of its brand images,

distribution contracts; and Mabel Luen from

to get started. Companies that have been in

packaging and label compliance, intellectual

Meridian Finance Group discusses export

business for more than 1 year qualify to enroll

property, website and social media strategies,

capital resources and export insurance.

in the BIMA program, and we strongly

During the program, each company receives

sales and marketing programs, product pricing,

Finally, Mark Morales from Pacific

recommend enrolling to educate management

international registration and compliance for

Mercantile Bank, talks about capital resources;

on what it will take to take the brand

ingredients and packaging, operational

Tom Nichol from Advanced Cosmetics Labs,

international. Additionally, we offer free one-

infrastructure, shipping and logistics, capital

discusses contract manufacturing; Maria

on-one advising. If your company is less than 1

requirements and access to capital resources.

Roussel, EcoMundo-International, covers

year old, gets a call from an international buyer

Attendees are led through a process that
allows them to have a complete export growth

regulatory compliance; Kim Sim of Conkle,

or is just considering the prospective of looking

Kremer & Engel, gives an overview of state and

at export, you can book an advising session.
BIR: Must a company participate in your

plan created specifically for their companies.

federal regulatory compliance; and Dean

They take home the knowledge to make

White from Veriis covers digital and social

training in order to participate in The

strategic decisions about addressing inquiries

strategies.

California Pavilion?

that come from any region of the world and

BIR: What is the cost to participate?

the right way to go about proactively selecting

CA: The cost to each company is $1,599 for

CA: No. However, we do qualify those who
apply to make sure they meet our funding

a country for export, establishing the right

the first attendee and $499 for each additional

product mix at the right pricing to make it a

employee. Also included is an individual

make their efforts worthwhile.

profitable venture, developing a working

coaching session of up to 8 additional hours.

BIR: Are only California-based companies
eligible to participate?

budget to cover the registrations and marketing

BIR: What are the most dangerous mistakes

to make the launch a success.

that companies make when they navigate

BIR: Who facilitates the training?

international markets on their own?

CA: Patty has collaborated with our

PS: The first mistake we commonly see is

partners, who are experts in their fields, to

not building their brands for international sales

build the curriculum. Patty serves as moderator

from the beginning. In order to sell products

conditions, resources and brand investment to

PS: The BIMA program is open to all U.S.
companies.
BIR: What can a participant expect?
PS: Prior to the first session, each company
will complete a survey that will allow us to

and delivers about 40% of the content,

internationally in most markets, brands need to

meet one-on-one and establish the company's

including "Building Brand DNA and Competitive

have comprehensive documentation and MSDS

goals and selection of prospect export

Advantages:' while I cover "International Market

on raw materials and components, as well as

countries to study during the course. An

Selections and Segmentation." Other experts

the finished goods, to complete international

intellectual property assessment, pricing and

include Leticia Arias from the U.S.

registration. Safety testing and toxicology

online resources will be identified for each

Commercial Service, who covers "Gold Keys:

studies are also required. If a brand owner

company. These elements will be dispatched to

Research and Buyer Matchmaking;" Chris

builds the brand for international growth from

each of the subject matter experts so they can

CITD helps businesses export...cont on page 20
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CITD helps businesses export...cont. from page 19
develop an assessment to provide to the brand

In 2008, Sharie Hendricks focused on

owners. During the first session, each brand will

obtaining wholesale accounts, marketing her

brands gain better traction through my

bring its products and point-of-sale displays so

Laguna Candles to luxury hotels and day spas

"American-Made Beauty" radio show on

everyone can meet and understand the other

in Laguna Beach, CA, with the help of her

HealthyLife.net radio and e-commerce via

companies in the class. There is a great deal of

husband, Clarence. As the product's reputation

americanmadebeauty.com, which launches in

collaboration and team building. At the end of

grew, Sharie saw potential in exporting, but

May. When I met Cesar and saw a government

each day, homework is assigned. At the end of

didn't know where to start. In 2012, she visited

organization focusing its resources on an

the 5 days, the company will have a complete

the CITD, and we helped her redefine her

industry I care so deeply about, I knew that

international export plan ready for execution.

pricing strategy to increase her profit margins

CITD's work could fill a tremendous need.

BIR: Once someone has completed the

and better target the appropriate markets

BIR: How do you see the program expanding?

training, what are the next steps?

domestically and abroad. Sharie and Clarence

CA: Most participants will move to engage

CITD, through my consulting work, I help U.S.

PS: We are ready to grow beyond California.

participated in the BIMA training program and

We would like to expand the number of

foreign distribution through one of six methods

the California: A State of Beauty pavilion at

experts who can enhance our content and find

we cover in the training. In some cases, our

Cosmoprof, where they developed their

sponsors who will help us deliver the program

clients determine that their next 6 to 12 months

international

in other parts of the country. Our

need to be focused on developing their

expansion plan and

goal is to have a program that can

domestic infrastructure and brand identity.

met qualified

be facilitated by others.

BIR: Please describe a typical trade mission.

distributors.

CA: The California: A State of Beauty

We also plan to offer

Subsequently, they

continuing education. In January

Pavilion at the worlds largest beauty trade

opened

2015, we offered our first

events showcases the lifestyle and innovative

international

graduate update and allowed

nature of California. The pavilion features

distribution.

participants to build on the

vibrant colors, open floor plans and a carefully

BIR: How can

curated mix of brands positioned to attract

participants get

CITD works with the tradeshow organizers, the

knowledge acquired through
Michelle Doan (center), CEO of Emani
BIMA, share success with their
cosmetics, meets with her
the biggest benefit
exports and hear updated
Australian distributors, courtesy of BIMA.
from your
information from our experts,

U.S. Department of Commerce and the

program?

interest from international buyers. Further, the

California Trade Alliance to pre-schedule buyer

PS: Have the key decision makers—owners

preparing them for the landscape of exports in
the next 12 to 18 months.

meetings. In past shows, we've achieved more

or C level management—attend the program

than 400 meetings with buyers and distributors

with an open mind and a willingness to hear

from around the world.

new ideas. Complete the pre-training survey

Harvard Business Review (January 2008), stated

BIR: Please share a couple of success stories.

and enroll the team who will execute the plan

that "Beauty is one of America's most profitable

PS: David Sheen from Jon Davler, a Los
Angeles-based color cosmetic manufacturer,

BIR: What else would you like to share?
PS: Michael E. Porter, in his article in the

in post training briefings and homework

industries, just behind pharmaceuticals and

assignments between sessions. Plus, provide

software, and far above the average of all

faced difficulties marketing his products in the

details for the one-on-one consulting session

industries." Trends like people living longer and

saturated U.S. marketplace. In response, the

that will allow our team to help.

redefining the aging process, the expanded

company turned its focus overseas and with

BIR: What is your background?

the help of its international contacts plus

CA: I've directed the Long Beach—Center for

interest men have in grooming products and
the opening of China and other parts of the

assistance from the STEP and BIMA programs,

International Trade Development since 2009

world all create an exciting time for our

its international sales paved the way back to

and have contributed to more than $75 million

industry. While the process of exporting can be
complicated, it is not insurmountable.

strong domestic sales. Participation in the CITD

in trade transactions, in addition to our work in

trade missions assisted Jon Davler with EU

the beauty industry. I have more than 15 years

Regulations; a marketing campaign that

of international business experience and I

create jobs in the United States is at the heart

showcased the company on Italian television

attained a degree in International Business from

of what we aim to accomplish. The Center for

and through popular Italian bloggers; a reduced

CSU Fullerton in 2002.

International Trade Development is extremely

rate for exhibition; and trade show best
practices assistance.

PS: I entered the beauty industry as a

CA: Helping companies increase exports and

pleased with the results of our trainings,

cosmetologist. I joined Aveda when there were

pavilions and our member brands, and looks

just five products in the line and during the

forward to the launch of new programs and

Cosmoprof Bologna brought LASplash more

next 15 years, became the second largest Aveda

partnerships in the second half of 2015.

leads and later sales than previous exhibition

distributor in the country. After selling my

years, and helped open a new distribution

interest, I launched Performance Branding

and trademissions, visit bimatoday.com or call

channel in Africa.

Services. In addition to providing training with

562-938-5021.

Exhibiting with The California Pavilion at
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For information about upcoming trainings

